AbstractÐIn this paper, we aim to embed longest fault-free paths in an n-dimensional star graph with edge faults. When n ! T and there are n À Q edge faults, a longest fault-free path can be embedded between two arbitrary distinct vertices, exclusive of two exceptions in which at most two vertices are excluded. Since the star graph is regular of degree n À I, n À Q (edge faults) is maximal in the worst case. When n ! T and there are n À R edge faults, a longest fault-free path can be embedded between two arbitrary distinct vertices. The situation of n`T is also discussed.
INTRODUCTION
T HE star graph [1] , which belongs to the class of Cayley graphs [2] , has been recognized as an attractive alternative to the hypercube. It possesses many nice topological properties, such as recursiveness, symmetry, maximal fault tolerance, sublogarithmic degree and diameter, and strong resilience, which are all desirable when we are building an interconnection topology for a parallel and distributed system. The star graph can embed rings [19] , meshes [20] , trees [5] , and hypercubes [18] . Efficient algorithms and topological properties for the star graph can be found in the literature [1] , [3] , [8] .
Since faults may happen when a network is put in use, it is practically meaningful and important to consider faulty networks. The problems of diameter [21] , routing [9] , multicasting [17] , broadcasting [25] , embedding [22] , and fault-tolerant graphs [6] , [15] have been solved on a variety of faulty networks. This paper is concerned with the embedding problem on a faulty star graph. Previously related work can be found in [13] , [16] , [24] .
Let n denote an n-dimensional star graph, p v denote the set of vertex faults, and p e denote the set of edge faults. In [24] , Tseng et al. showed that an n with jp v j n À Q can embed a fault-free ring of length at least n3 À Rjp v j, where n ! R. They also showed that an n with jp e j n À Q contains a longest fault-free ring of length n3, where n ! R. In [13] , the authors showed that an n with jp v j n À S can embed a fault-free path of length n3 À Pjp v j À Pn3 À Pjp v j À I between two arbitrary distinct vertices of even (odd) distance, where n ! T. In [16] , Latifi and Bagherzadeh showed that an n with vertex faults can embed a fault-free ring and a fault-free path, each of length n3 À m3, where all vertex faults are located in an embedded m and m is minimal.
In this paper, we show that an n with jp e j n À R can embed a longest fault-free path of length n3 À P n3 À I between two arbitrary distinct vertices of even (odd) distance, where n ! T. If jp e j n À Q, a longest fault-free path can be embedded between two arbitrary distinct vertices, exclusive of two exceptions in which at most two vertices are excluded. Since n is regular of degree n À I, jp e j n À Q is maximal in the worst case in order to embed a longest fault-free path between two arbitrary distinct vertices. In the next two sections, necessary definitions, notations, and properties are first introduced. Then, the embedding is shown in Section 4. Finally, this paper concludes with some remarks in Section 5.
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS
The following is a formal definition of n . Definition 1. The vertex set of n is f I P F F F n j I P F F F n is permuttion of IY PY F F F Y ngX
The edge set of n is f I P F F F n Y i P F F F iÀI I iI F F F n j for ll P i ngX
The vertices of n are n3 permutations of IY PY F F F Y n and two are adjacent if and only if they can be obtained from each other by swapping the leftmost number with one of the other n À I numbers. Clearly, n is regular of degree n À I. The structures of I , P , and Q are a vertex, an edge, and a cycle of length 6, respectively. The structure of R is shown in Fig. 1 . Unless specified particularly, n ! R is assumed throughout this paper.
For convenience, we refer to the position of i in I P F F F n as the ith dimension and we say that the edge I P F F F n Y i P F F F iÀI I iI F F F n belongs to the ith dimension, where P i n. There are r s contained in n , which are referred to as embedded r s of n , where I r n. An embedded r is conveniently represented by hs I s P F F F s n i r , where s I Ã, s i P fÃY IY PY F F F Y ng for all P i n and exactly r of s I Y s P Y F F F Y s n are Ã (Ã denotes a ªdon't careº symbol). For example, hÃ Ã ÃQi Q , which represents an embedded Q of R , contains six nodes 1243, 1423, 2143, 2413, 4123, and 4213. In terms of graph, hÃ Ã ÃQi Q is a subgraph of R induced by {1243, 1423, 2143, 2413, 4123, 4213}. When r n, hs I s P F F F s n i n represents n . Two basic operations on n are defined below. Definition 2. An i-partition on hs I s P F F F s n i r partitions hs I s P F F F s n i r i n t o r e m b e d d e d rÀI s , d e n o t e d b y hs I s P F F F s iÀI qs iI F F F s n i rÀI for all q P fIY PY F F F Y ng À fs I Y s P Y F F F Y s n gY where P i n and s i Ã.
For example, a 3-partition on hÃ Ã ÃISi Q can produce three embedded P s, i.e., hÃ Ã PISi P , hÃ Ã QISi P , and hÃ Ã RISi P . Definition 3. An i I Y i P Y F F F Y i m Eprtition on hs I s P F F F s n i r p e r f o r m s a n i I Eprtition, an i P Eprtition, F F F , an i m Eprtition, sequentially, on hs I s P F F F s n i r , where i I i P F F F i m is a permutation of m elements from fPY QY F F F Y ng. After an
For example, when a (3, 2)-partition is applied to hÃ Ã ÃISi Q , a 3-partition on hÃ Ã ÃISi Q is first executed to produce three embedded P s, i.e., hÃ Ã PISi P , hÃ Ã QISi P , and hÃ Ã RISi P . Then, a 2-partition on each embedded P is executed to produce six embedded I s, i.e., hÃQPISi I , hÃRPISi I , hÃPQISi I , hÃRQISi I , hÃPRISi I , and hÃQRISi I .
Definition 4. Two embedded r s hs I s P F F F s n i r and ht I t P F F F t n i r are adjacent if s j T Ã, t j T Ã, and s j T t j for some P j n and s i t i for all I i n and i T j. The position j is denoted by difhs I s P F F F s n i r Y ht I t P F F F t n i r . For example, hÃ Ã PQi P is adjacent to hÃ Ã IQi P , and difhÃ Ã PQi P Y hÃ Ã IQi P Q. 
Each vertex of r , i.e., e i , is called an r-vertex. Each edge of r , i.e., e i Y e iI , is called an r-edge.
For example, Fig. 2 shows a R in S . The vertices of the R are hÃ Ã Ã Ã Ii R , hÃ Ã Ã Ã Pi R , hÃ Ã Ã Ã Qi R ,hÃ Ã Ã Ã Ri R , and hÃ Ã Ã Ã Si R , which are all 4-vertices. The edges of the R are
which are all 4-edges. Actually, an r-vertex is an embedded r of n and an r-edge comprises r À I3 edges of n . An redge hs I s P F F F s n i r Y ht I t P F F F t n i r is said to belong to the jth dimension, where j difhs I s P F F F s n i r Y ht I t P F F F t n i r .
Definition 6. An i-partition on
r e H Y e I Y F F F Y e nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrIÀI performs an i-partition on e H Y e I Y F F F Y e nnÀInÀPÀrIÀI , respectively, where P i n and r ! P. An i-partition on r is abbreviated to a partition on r if the position i is ªdon't care.º Definition 7. An r-path r e H Y e I Y F F F Y e nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrIÀI forms an r-ring, denoted by For example, the 3-path Q hÃ Ã ÃRi Q Y hÃ Ã ÃQi Q Y hÃ Ã ÃPi Q Y hÃ Ã ÃIi Q forms a 3-ring because hÃ Ã ÃRi Q and hÃ Ã ÃIi Q are adjacent. An i-partition on r can be defined similarly to Definition 6 (substituting r for r ). After an i-partition on r ( r ), each e j is partitioned into r r À IEverties, where H j nn À In À P Á Á Á r I À I. Since every two of the r r À IEverties are joined with an r À IEedge, each e j can be viewed as a complete graph of r r À IEverties. Throughout this paper, we use u rÀI r to denote the complete graph. Actually, each vertex of u rÀI r is an r À IEvertex and each edge of u rÀI r is an r À IEedge. Suppose e j hs I F F F s iÀI s i s iI F F F s jÀI xs jI F F F s n i r and e jI s I F F F s iÀI s i s iI F F F s jÀI ys jI F F F s n i r are two neighboring r-vertices in r ( r ), where r ! P, x T y, and s i Ã.
After an i-partition, they each are partitioned into r r À IEverties and the r-edge between them is split into r À I r À IEedges connecting r À I pairs of r À IEverties that belong to them, respectively. The r À IEvertex belonging to e j (e jI ) that is not connected to e jI (e j ) is hs I F F F s iÀI ys iI F F F s jÀI xs jI F F F s n i rÀI hs I F F F s iÀI xs iI F F F s jÀI ys jI F F F s n i rÀI X In this paper, we aim to construct a longest fault-free path from a vertex (the beginning vertex) of n to another vertex (the ending vertex). As will become clear in Section 4, two classes of r s with some good properties, named good r s and partially good r s, respectively, can help the construction. Below, they are formally defined, where an r-vertex is called the beginning r-vertex (the ending r-vertex) if it contains the beginning vertex (the ending vertex).
Definition 8.
A r e H Y e I Y F F F Y e nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrIÀI in n is good if it satisfies the following three conditions, where P r n À I:
1. e H and e nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrIÀI are the beginning r-vertex and the ending r-vertex, respectively. 2. x dife iÀI Ye i T z dife i Ye iI for every three consecutive r-vertices e iÀI hx I x P F F F x n i r , e i hy I y P F F F y n i r , and e iI hz I z P F F F z n i r in the r , where
There exists P k n so that, after a k-partition on the r , the beginning (ending) r À IEvertex in e H e nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrIÀI is not connected to e I e nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrIÀP .
For example, suppose that the beginning vertex and ending vertex of R are 1234 and 4321, respectively. Then,
Conditions 1 and 2 above can be verified easily. Condition 3 holds because, after a 3-partition, the beginning 2-vertex hÃ Ã QRi P is not connected to hÃ Ã ÃQi Q and the ending 2-vertex hÃ Ã PIi P is not connected to hÃ Ã ÃPi Q .
Definition 9.
A r e H Y e I Y F F F Y e nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrIÀI in n is partially good if it satisfies Conditions 1 and 2 of Definition 8 and Condition 3' below, where P r n À I.
3'. There exists P k n so that, after a k-partition on the r , either the beginning r À IEvertex is connected to e I and the ending r À IEvertex is not connected to e nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrIÀP or the beginning r À IEvertex is not connected to e I and the ending r À IEvertex is connected to e nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrIÀP .
In this paper, we consider n with at most n À Q edge faults, i.e., jp e j n À Q. The situation of vertex faults was discussed in [13] . Since n is regular of degree n À I, n À Q edges faults are maximal in the worst case in order to embed a longest fault-free path between two arbitrary distinct vertices of n . An r-edge in n is fault-free if it contains no edge fault and faulty else, where I r n À I. A r ( r ) in n is fault-free if it contains no edge fault in its rvertices and r-edges, healthy if it contains no faulty r-edge, and faulty if it contains one or more faulty r-edges. We note that both a healthy r ( r ) and a faulty r ( r ) may contain edge faults in their r-vertices.
Let h i denote the set of edge faults in n that belong to the ith dimension, where P i n. For example, if p e fIPQRSY QPIRSY RQPSIY QRPSIg, then h P fRQPSIY QRPSIg, h Q fIPQRSY QPIRSg, and h R , h S empty. Clearly, jh P j jh Q j Á Á Á jh n j n À QX Definition 10. Suppose u u I u P F F F u n and v v I v P F F F v n are two distinct vertices of n and let I P F F F nÀI be a permutation of PY QY F F F Y n so that jh I j ! jh P j ! F F F ! jh nÀI j. Then, I P F F F nÀI is crucial with respect to u and v if either of the following two conditions holds:
2. There exists P k n À I so that
and jh kÀI j b jh k j. The I th ( k th) dimension is referred to as the break dimension if Condition 1 (2) holds.
A crucial permutation and the break dimension are essential to the embedding of a longest fault-free path between u and v. A crucial permutation with respect to u u I u P F F F u n and v v I v P F F F v n can be obtained using the following procedure: Procedure 1.
1. Determine a permutation e I P F F F nÀI of PY QY F F F Y n satisfying jh I j ! jh P j ! F F F ! jh nÀI j. 2. Determine the leftmost k in e satisfying u k T v k . 3. If k I or k b I and jh kÀI j b jh k j, then e is a desired one. If k b I and jh I j ! jh P j ! F F F ! jh k j, then k P F F F kÀI I kI F F F nÀI (i.e., swap I with k ) is a desired one. Otherwise,
e., swap l with k ) is a desired one, where I l k and jh lÀI j b jh l j jh lI j F F F jh k j. [7] . The following three lemmas were proven elsewhere by the authors.
FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES
Lemma 1 [11] . Suppose hu I u P F F F u n i r , hv I v P F F F v n i r , and hw I w P F F F w n i r are three consecutive r-vertices of a r in n and let p difY and q dif Y , where P r n À I. If u p T w q , then, after a partition on the r , each r À IEvertex of is connected to or . The following lemma is clear.
Lemma 4.
Suppose jp e j n À Q and I P F F F nÀI is a permutation of PY QY F F F Y n so that jh I j ! jh P j ! F F F ! jh nÀI j. Then, jh nÀP j jh nÀI j H and jh k j nÀQ k for I k n À Q. Lemma 5. Suppose u u I u P F F F u n and v v I v P F F F v n are two distinct vertices of n . If jh k j n À R for some P k n and u k T v k , then a healthy nÀI whose first (last) n À IEvertex contains u (v) can be generated after a k-partition on n .
Proof. After a k-partition, n is partitioned into n n À IEverties, which form a u nÀI n . Clearly, u and v belong to two distinct n À IEverties of the u nÀI n . Since jh k j n À R, the u nÀI n contains at most n À R faulty n À IEedges. This lemma then follows as a consequence of Lemma 3. t u Lemma 6. Given a healthy r which results from executing an
, then a healthy rÀI can be generated after a k-partition on the r , where R r n À I and n ! S.
Proof.
Suppose r e H Y e I Y F F F Y e nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrIÀI . After a k-partition on the r , each e i forms a u rÀI r , where H i nn À In À P Á Á Á r I À I. We note that each e i contains r r À IEverties and there are r À I r À IEedges between every two adjacent r-vertices of the r . Since r ! R, two distinct r À IEverties, i and i , can be determined in each e i so that i and i are adjacent to iÀI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrI and iI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrI , respectively. Since the r À IEedges of each u rÀI r belong to the kth dimension and jh k j r À R, a healthy Hamiltonian i E i path (the abbreviation of a path from i to i ) can be established in each u rÀI r
formed by e i according to Lemma 3. Hence, a healthy rÀI can be generated by interleaving the obtained Hamiltonian paths with r À IEedges i Y iI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrI . t u
The following lemma can be proven similarly.
Lemma 7. Given a healthy r which results from executing an i I Y i P Y F F F Y i nÀr Eprtition on n and whose first (last) r-vertex is the beginning (ending) r-vertex, if jh k j r À R for some k P fPY QY F F F Y ng À fi I Y i P Y F F F Y i nÀr g, then a healthy (or fault-free, see below) rÀI whose first (last) r À IEvertex is the beginning (ending) r À IEvertex can be generated after a k-partition on the r , where R r n À I and n ! S.
Remarks. Since edge faults contained in the r may be excluded from the obtained rÀI , the latter will become fault-free if all edge faults are excluded.
Lemma 8. Suppose u u I u P F F F u n and v v I v P F F F v n are the beginning and ending vertices, respectively. Given a healthy r which results from executing an i I Y i P Y F F F Y i nÀr Eprtition on n and whose beginning r-vertex and ending r-vertex are t h e s a m e , i f
healthy rÀI whose first (last) r À IEvertex is the beginning (ending) r À IEvertex can be generated after a k-partition on the r , where R r n À I and n ! S. Let and denote the beginning and ending r À IEverties, respectively, in e j . Since u k T v k , we have T . Since there are r À I r À IEedges between e j and e jÀI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrI , or are connected to e jÀI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrI . Without loss of generality, we assume that is connected to e jÀI mod nnÀInÀIÁÁÁrI . It is easy to establish a healthy cycle g g H Y g I Y F F F Y g rÀP of length r À I in the u rÀI r formed by e j which contains all the r À IEverties of the u rÀI r but . Without loss of generality, suppose g t , where H t r À P. Similarly, g tÀI mod rÀI or g tI mod rÀI is connected to e jI mod nnÀInÀIÁÁÁrI and we assume without loss of g e n e r a l i t y t h a t g tI mod rÀI i s c o n n e c t e d t o e jI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrI .
Since r ! R, for H i nn À In À P Á Á Á r I À I and i T j, two distinct r À IEverties, i and i can be determined in each e i so that i and i are adjacent to iÀI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrI and iI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrI , respectively, ( jI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrI is adjacent to g tI mod rÀI and jÀI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrI is adjacent to ). Then, a desired rÀI can be generated as follows: 1) Establish a healthy path
formed by e j , 2) establish a healthy Hamiltonian i E i path in each u rÀI r
formed by e i , and 3) interleave the path of 1) and the Hamiltonian paths of 2) with r À IEedges
Remarks. i and i used in the proofs of Lemma 6 and Lemma 8 are referred to as a pair of entry and exit r À IEverties of e i in the rest of this paper.
The following procedure can generate an rÀI from an r e H Y e I Y F F F Y e nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrIÀI that results from executing an i I Y i P Y F F F Y i nÀr Eprtition on n , where R r n À I and n ! S. Procedure 2.
1. Execute a k-partition on the r , where formed by e i so that its first two r À IEverties are connected to e iÀI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrI and its last two r À IEverties are connected to e iI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrI X 4. Interleave all the Hamiltonian paths with r À IEedges ( i Y iI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrI ).
Lemma 9. The rÀI generated by Procedure 2 satisfies Condition 2 of Definition 8.
Proof. Suppose f h I P F F F n i rÀI , g h I P F F F n i rÀI , and h hd I d P F F F d n i rÀI are three consecutive r À IEverties in the rÀI and let p diffY g and q difgY h. We show p T d q as follows: If f j for some H j nn À In À P Á Á Á r I À I, then g jI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrI and h is the second r À IEvertex in the Hamiltonian path established for the u rÀI r
formed by e jI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrI . Hence, p T q k. According to the Step 3 of Procedure 2, h is connected to e j . Recall that the r À IEvertex in e j (e jI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrI ) that is not connected to e jI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrI (e j ) is We have explained in Section 2 that, after a partition on a r e H Y e I Y F F F Y e nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrIÀI , there is a unique r À IEvertex of e i that is not connected to e iI , where H i nn À In À P Á Á Á r I À P. Hence, the following lemma is immediate.
Lemma 10. Suppose u u I u P F F F u n and v v I v P F F F v n are the beginning and ending vertices, respectively. Given a r e H Y e I Y F F F Y e nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrIÀI , which results from executing an i I Y i P Y F F F Y i nÀr Eprtition on n and whose first (last) r-vertex is the beginning (ending) r-vertex, if u k x dife H Ye I (v k y dife nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrIÀP e nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrIÀI ) for some k P fPY QY F F F Y ng À fi I Y i P Y F F F Y i nÀr g, then the beginning ( e n d i n g ) r À IEvertex i s n o t c o n n e c t e d t o e I (e nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrIÀP ) after a k-partition on the r , where P r n À I a n d w e a s s u m e e I hx I x P F F F x n i r a n d e nnÀInÀPÁÁÁrIÀP hy I y P F F F y n i r .
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.6 of [11] .
Lemma 11. In n , a fault-free good Q can be obtained from a fault-free good R , which again can be obtained from a faultfree S whose first (last) 5-vertex is the beginning (ending) 5-vertex, where n b S.
We use distuY v to denote the distance between vertices u and v. The following lemma originally appeared in [11] .
Lemma 12 [11] . Given two distinct vertices u and v of n , a longest fault-free u-v path can be obtained from a fault-free good Q in n . The u-v path has length n3 À I if distuY v is odd and n3 À P if distuY v is even.
LONGEST FAULT-FREE PATHS
In this section, given a crucial permutation I P F F F nÀI with respect to u and v, we aim to construct a longest fault-free u-v path in n . Since n is a bipartite graph with two partite sets of equal size (see [14] ), the u-v path has maximal length n3 À I if distuY v is odd and n3 À P if distuY v is even. Unless specified particularly, we assume jp e j n À Q throughout this section. The construction depends on the values of jh I j ! jh P j ! F F F ! jh nÀI j, where jh nÀP j jh nÀI j H according to Lemma 4. First, three particular cases: 1) jh nÀQ j I, 2) jh I j n À Q, and 3) jh nÀR j I and jh nÀQ j H, are discussed. Case 1), which implies jh I j jh P j Á Á Á jh nÀR j I, is discussed in Section 4.1. Case 2), which implies jh P j jh Q j Á Á Á jh nÀQ j H, is discussed in Section 4.2. Case 3), which implies jh I j P and jh P j jh Q j Á Á Á jh nÀS j I, is discussed in Section 4.3. A general case of jh I j T n À Q and jh nÀR j H is discussed in Section 4.4. The main results of this section are summarized in Section 4.5.
jh nÀQ j I
Since jp e j n À Q, jh nÀQ j I implies
The break dimension may be I or nÀP .
nÀP Is the Break Dimension
Lemma 13. Suppose u and v are two distinct vertices of n and I P F F F nÀI is a crucial permutation with respect to u and v. If nÀP is the break dimension, then distuY v I or 2 or 3.
Proof. Suppose u u I u P F F F u n and v v I v P F F F v n . Since nÀP is the break dimension, u nÀP T v nÀP and u i v i for all
Suppose u and v are two distinct vertices of n and I P F F F nÀI is a crucial permutation with respect to u and v. If jh I j jh P j Á Á Á jh nÀQ j I and nÀP is the break dimension, then, after executing an I Y P Y F F F Y nÀQ Eprtition on n , a fault-free Q can be generated so that x difY T z dif Y for every three consecutive 3-vertices hx I x P F F F x n i Q , hy I y P F F F y n i Q , and hz I z P F F F z n i Q in the Q .
Proof. If n R, then a desired Q can be easily obtained after an I Eprtition because jh I j I. If n b R, the construction comprises two steps: (S1) generate from n a healthy R so that q difY T w dif Y for every three consecutive 4-vertices hq I q P F F F q n i R , ht I t P F F F t n i R , and hw I w P F F F w n i R in the R and (S2) generate a desired Q from the R .
Step (S1) can be completed as follows: When n S, a desired R can be easily obtained after an I Eprtition on n . When n b S, a healthy nÀI is first constructed after an I Eprtition on n . A healthy S e SYH Y e SYI Y F F F Y e SYnnÀInÀPÁÁÁTÀI can result directly as n T or after an P Y Q Y F F F Y nÀS Eprtition according to Lemma 6 as n b T.
An nÀR Eprtition is then executed on the S and, so, each 5-vertex forms a u R S . Since jh nÀR j I, we assume without loss of generality that the faulty 4-edge is located in the u R S formed by some e SYk , where 
formed by e SYk can be easily established, where f I , f P , f R , and f S are all 4-vertices of e SYk . For H i nn À In À P Á Á Á T À I and i T k, a healthy Hamiltonian SYi E SYi path for each u R S formed by e SYi can be established so that its first two 4-vertices are connected to e SYiÀI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁT and its last two 4-vertices are connected to e SYiI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁT , where SYi and SYi are a pair of entry and exit 4-vertices of e SYi . A healthy R can thus result. According to Lemma 9, the R satisfies Condition 2 of Definition 8.
Step (S2) can be completed as follows: Suppose the R e RYH Y e RYI Y F F F Y e RYnnÀInÀPÁÁÁSÀI . First, an nÀQ Eprtition is executed on the R and, so, each 4-vertex forms a u Q R . Since jh nÀQ j I, we assume, without loss of generality, that the faulty 3-edge is located i n t h e u Recall that the structure of Q is a cycle of length six. The following two lemmas were shown in [24] .
Lemma 15 [24] . Suppose and are two adjacent 3-vertices in a Q and let H Y I Y F F F Y S be the cycle formed by . The vertices of that are connected to are j and jQ mod T for some H j S.
Lemma 16 [24] . Suppose hx I x P F F F x n i Q , hy I y P F F F y n i Q , and hz I z P F F F z n i Q are three consecutive 3-vertices in a Q . If x difY T z dif Y , then the two vertices of that are connected to are disjoint from the two of that are connected to .
Lemma 17. Suppose u and v are two distinct vertices of n and I P F F F nÀI is a crucial permutation with respect to u and v. If jh nÀQ j I and nÀP is the break dimension, a longest faultfree u-v path in n can be constructed as distuY v T Q and a fault-free u-v path of length n3 À Q in n can be constructed as distuY v Q.
Proof. By Lemma 13, we have distuY v I or 2 or 3. Since n is a bipartite graph, it suffices to show a fault-free u-v path of length n3 À I as distuY v I, n3 À P as distuY v P, and n3 À Q as distuY v Q. According to Lemma 14, after an I Y P Y F F F Y nÀQ Eprtition on n , a fault-free Q e H Y e I Y F F F Y e nnÀInÀPÁÁÁRÀI can be generated so that x difY T z dif Y for every three consecutive 3-vertices hx I x P F F F x n i Q , hy I y P F F F y n i Q , and hz I z P F F F z n i Q in the Q . Since nÀP is the break dimension, we have u i v i for all I i n À Q. Hence, u and v are located in the same e k for some H k nn À In À P Á Á Á R À I. In subsequent discussion, we represent e k by a cycle
First, we consider distuY v I. Without loss of generality, suppose H u and I v. According to Lemma 15 and Lemma 16, two cases need to be discussed as follows: Case 1. One of u and v is connected to e kÀI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR or e kI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR and the other is not connected to either e kÀI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR or e kI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR . Without loss of generality, assume that u is connected to e kI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR . Hence, P and S are connected to e kÀI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR according to Lemma 15 and Lemma 16. Let u y k and, for
sequentially determine two adjacent vertices, denoted by x i and y i , from each e i so that y iÀI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR is adjacent to x i and y kÀI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR is adjacent to P or S . Lemma 15 and Lemma 16 assure the existence of x i and y i . Thus, a fault-free u-v path can be generated whose length is n3 À I if y kÀI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR is adjacent to S and n3 À R if y kÀI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR is adjacent to P . The latter is impossible because each u-v path with odd distuY v has odd length. Case 2. One of u and v is connected to e kÀI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR and the other is connected to e kI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR . Without loss of generality, assume that u is connected to e kI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR and v is connected to e kÀI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR . Then, Q and R are connected to e kI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR and e kÀI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR , respectively, acco rdin g to Lemma 15. Let Q y k and determine x i and y i from each e i like Case 1 (y kÀI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR is adjacent to R ). A fault-free u-v path of length n3 À I can be generated. Next, we consider distuY v P. Without loss of generality, suppose u H and v P . According to Lemma 15 and Lemma 16, two cases need to be discussed as follows: Case 1. One of u and v is connected to e kÀI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR or e kI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR and the other is not connected to either e kÀI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR or e kI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR . Without loss of generality, assume that u is connected to e kI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR . Let Q y k and determine x i and y i from each e i like the situation of distuY v I (y kÀI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR is adjacent to R ). A fault-free u-v path of length n3 À P can be generated.
Case 2. One of u and v is connected to e kI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR and the other is connected to e kÀI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR . Without loss of generality, assume that u is connected to e kI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR and v is connected to e kÀI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR . Then, Q and S are connected to e kI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR and e kÀI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR , respectively, acco rdin g to Lemma 15. Let u y k and determine x i and y i from each e i like Case 1 (y kÀI mod nnÀInÀPÁÁÁR is adjacent to S ). A fault-free u-v path of length n3 À P can be generated. When distuY v Q, a fault-free u-v path of length n3 À Q can be generated, similarly. t u
I Is the Break Dimension
Lemma 18. Suppose u and v are two distinct vertices of n and let I P F F F nÀI be a crucial permutation with respect to u and v, where n ! T. If jh nÀQ j I and I is the break dimension, a longest fault-free u-v path can be constructed in n .
Proof. The construction comprises three steps: (S1) generate from n a healthy S whose first (last) 5-vertex is the beginning (ending) 5-vertex, (S2) generate from the S a fault-free good Q , and (S3) generate a longest fault-free u-v path from the Q .
Step (S1) can be completed as follows: Since I is the break dimension, we have u I T v I . Moreover, we have P I n and jh I j I`n À R. By Lemma 5, a healthy nÀI whose first (last) n À IEvertex is the beginning (ending) n À IEvertex can be easily constructed after an I Eprtition. If n T, then nÀI S . If n b T, we suppose that a healthy j whose first (last) j-vertex is the beginning (ending) j-vertex can be constructed after an I Y P Y F F F Y nÀj Eprtition, where T j n À I. Since jh nÀjI j I j À R, by Lemma 7, a healthy jÀI whose first (last) j À IEvertex is the beginning (ending) j À IEvertex can be constructed from the j after an nÀjI Eprtition. Let j n À I initially. By induction on j, a desired S e SYH Y e SYI Y F F F Y e SYnnÀInÀPÁÁÁTÀI can be obtained as j T.
Step (S2) can be completed as follows: An nÀR Eprtition is first executed on the S and, so, each 5-vertex forms a u R S . Let R ( R ) be the beginning (ending) 4-vertex and hw I w P F F F w n i R ( hz I z P F F F zi R ) be the 4-vertex in e SYH (e SYnnÀInÀPÁÁÁTÀI ) with w nÀR u nÀQ (z nÀR v nÀQ ), where u u I u P F F F u n and v v I v P F F F v n are assumed. A desired Q can be constructed according to the following three cases:
Case 1. R Y is faulty. Suppose h nÀQ contains the edge fault x I x P F F F x n Y y I y P F F F y n , where y I x nÀQ , y nÀQ x I , and x i y i for all I i n and i T P fIY nÀQ g. The edge fault x I x P F F F x n Y y I y P F F F y n is located in some 4-vertex. If x I x P F F F x n Y y I y P F F F y n belongs to R , then formed by e SYH , where f Q , f R , and f S are the other three 4-vertices in e SYH than R and and both f R and f S are connected to e SYI . The path h I Y h P Y h Q Y Y R is established as a healthy Hamiltonian path for the u R S formed by e SYnnÀInÀPÁÁÁTÀI , where h I , h P , and h Q are the other three 4-vertices in e SYnnÀInÀPÁÁÁTÀI than R and and both h I and h P are connected to e SYnnÀInÀPÁÁÁTÀP . For An nÀQ Eprtition is then executed on the R and, so, each 4-vertex forms a u Q R . Let Q be the beginning 3-vertex, i he I e P F F F e n i Q be the 3-vertex with e nÀQ u nÀI , p hf I f P F F F f n i Q be the 3-vertex with f nÀQ u nÀP , and q be the other 3-vertex, all in e RYH R . We note that Q Y p is faulty because x I x P F F F x n belongs to Q and y I y P F F F y n belongs to p and i is not connected to e RYI because e nÀQ u nÀI t nÀR t dife RYH Ye RYI . A healthy Hamiltonian path for the u Q R formed by e RYH can be established as Q Y iY p Y q. On the other hand, let Q be the ending 3-vertex, t hj I j P F F F j n i Q be the 3-vertex with j nÀQ v nÀI , and u I and u P be the other two 3-vertices, all in e RYnnÀInÀPÁÁÁSÀI ( R ). We note that Q is not connected to e RYnnÀInÀPÁÁÁSÀP as a consequence of Condition 3' of Definition 9. A healthy Hamiltonian path for the u Q R
formed by e RYnnÀInÀPÁÁÁSÀI can be established as
For I i nn À In À P Á Á Á S À P, a healthy Hamiltonian RYi E RYi path for each u Q R formed by e RYi can be established so that the first two 3-vertices are connected to e RYiÀI and the last two 4-vertices are connected to e RYiI , where RYi and RYi is a pair of entry and exit 3-vertices of e RYi . The obtained healthy Hamiltonian paths interleaved with 3-edges form a fault-free Q . Since the construction of the Q coincides with Procedure 2, the Q is good according to Lemma 9 and Lemma 10 (an nÀI Eprtition is necessary in order to satisfy Condition 3 of Definition 8).
T For y I Y y nÀQ u nÀP Y u I or u I Y u nÀP or u nÀI Y u nÀQ or u nÀQ Y u nÀI , ht I t P F F F t n i R is changed to the 4-vertex in e SYH with t nÀR u nÀP , t hj I j P F F F j n i Q is changed to the 3-vertex in R with j nÀQ v nÀP and Q Y p Y iY q is established as a healthy Hamiltonian path for the u Q R
formed by e RYH . An nÀP Eprtition is necessary in order to satisfy Condition 3 of Definition 8.
If x I x P F F F x n Y y I y P F F F y n belongs to R , then x i y i v i for i P f I Y P Y F F F Y nÀR g and
A fault-free good Q can be constructed similarly.
If x I x P F F F x n Y y I y P F F F y n belongs to some other 4-vertex than R and R , then a partially good healthy R can be obtained all the same. After an nÀQ Eprtition on the R , the faulty 3-edge is located in some e RYk , where
Since the R is partially good, by Lemma 1, each 3-vertex of e RYk is connected to e RYkÀI or e RYkI . It is not difficult to establish a healthy Hamiltonian path for the u Q R formed by e RYk so that the first (last) two 3-vertices in the Hamiltonian path are connected to e RYkÀI (e RYkI ). Similarly, a fault-free good Q can be constructed (an nÀI Eprtition is necessary in order to satisfy Condition 3 of Definition 8).
Case 2. R Y is faulty. The discussion is similar to Case 1.
Case 3. Both R Y and R Y are fault-free. It is not difficult to construct a fault-free good Q from the S after an nÀR Y nÀQ Eprtition. The details can be found in [12] .
Step (S3) can be completed according to Lemma 12.t u 4.2 jh I j n À Q
Since jp e j n À Q, jh I j n À Q implies
The break dimension may be I or P . The former is discussed in Lemma 19; the latter is discussed in Lemma 20.
Lemma 19. Suppose u and v are two distinct vertices of n and I P F F F nÀI is a crucial permutation with respect to u and v, where n ! T. If jh I j n À Q and I is the break dimension, then a longest fault-free u-v path can be constructed in n .
Proof. First, an I Eprtition is executed on n and, so, a u nÀI n is obtained. Let f denote the number of faulty n À IEedges in the u nÀI n . If f`n À Q or f n À Q and, for each faulty n À IEedge, there exists another faulty n À IEedge so that they have no n À IEvertex in common, then, according to Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, removing all faulty n À IEedges from the u nÀI n results in a Hamiltonian-connected graph. For both cases, there is a fault-free nÀI e H Y e I Y F F F Y e nÀI in n , where e H and e nÀI are the beginning and ending n À IEverties, respectively. If n T, then, by Lemma 11, a fault-free good Q can be obtained from the nÀI S . According to Lemma 12, a longest fault-free u-v path can be obtained from the Q . If n b T, a fault-free S whose first (last) 5-vertex is the beginning (ending) 5-vertex can be obtained by Lemma 7. Similarly, a longest fault-free u-v path can be obtained with the aid of Lemma 11 and Lemma 12.
On the other hand, if f n À Q and there exists a faulty n À IEedge that has a common n À IEvertex with each of the other n À R faulty n À IEedges, then, according to Lemma 3, removing n À R faulty n À IEedges from the u nÀI n results in a Hamiltonian-connected graph. Hence, a nÀI with at most one faulty n À IEedge whose first (last) n À IEvertex is the beginning (ending) n À IEvertex can be obtained. If there is no faulty n À IEedge in the nÀI , then a longest fault-free u-v path can be obtained all the same as the above.
If there is one faulty n À IEedge in the nÀI , then a longest fault-free u-v path can be constructed as follows: An P Eprtition is first executed on the nÀI and, so, each n À IEvertex forms a u nÀP nÀI . Since the faulty n À IEedge contains exactly one edge fault, it contains n À Q ! Q fault-free n À PEedges. The other n À IEedges of the nÀI are fault-free and each contains n À P ! R fault-free n À PEedges. It is not difficult to construct a fault-free nÀP whose first (last) n À PEvertex is the beginning (ending) n À PEvertex. A longest fault-free u-v path can be constructed similarly with the aid of Lemma 7, Lemma 11, and Lemma 12.
t u Lemma 20. Suppose u and v are two distinct vertices of n and I P F F F nÀI is a crucial permutation with respect to u and v, where n ! T. If jh I j n À Q and P is the break dimension, then a longest fault-free u-v path can be constructed in n .
Proof. Suppose u u I u P F F F u n and v v I v P F F F v n . A longest fault-free u-v path can be constructed according to the following two cases: Case 1. n b T. First, an I Eprtition is executed on n and, so, a u nÀI n results. Since jh I j n À Q, there are at most n À Q faulty n À IEedges in the u nÀI n . By Lemma 2, a fault-free nÀI e H Y e I Y F F F Y e nÀI can be obtained. Since u I v I , u and v are located in the same e k , where H k n À I. An P Eprtition is then executed on the nÀI and, so, each n À IEvertex forms a u nÀP nÀI . Since u P T v P , u and v are located in different n À PEverties. By Lemma 8, a fault-free nÀP whose first (last) n À PEvertex is the beginning (ending) n À PEvertex can be obtained from the nÀI because jh P j H. If n U, a longest fault-free uv path can be obtained according to Lemma 11 and Lemma 12. If n b U, a longest fault-free u-v path can be obtained with the aid of Lemma 7, Lemma 11, and Lemma 12.
Case 2. n T. We first consider u i v i for i QY RY S. Then, u I T v I , u P T v P , and distuY v I. A fault-free Q can be obtained from n T after an I Y Q Y R Eprtition so that x difY T z dif Y for every three consecutive 3-vertices hx I x P F F F x T i Q , hy I y P F F F y T i Q , and hz I z P F F F z T i Q in the Q . The construction is very similar to the construction of a faultfree Q in Lemma 14. Then, a longest fault-free u-v path can be constructed from the Q , which is similar to the construction of a longest fault-free u-v path for the situation of distuY v I in Lemma 17.
We then consider u k T v k for some Q k S. Without loss of generality, suppose u S T v S . An I Eprtition is applied to T and, so, a u A longest fault-free u-v path can be established from the S according to the following three steps: (S1) generate a good or partially good R from the S , (S2) generate from the R a fault-free good Q , and (S3) generate a longest fault-free u-v path from the Q .
Step (S1) can be completed as follows: An S Eprtition is first applied to the S and, so, each 5-vertex forms a u R S . Let R and R ( R T R ) denote the beginning and ending 4-vertices, respectively. Since u S q I q difY , R is not connected to . A healthy Hamiltonian path for the u R S formed by can be established as p Y tY R Y R Y v, where p Y t hj I j P j Q j R j S j T i R with j S T u I and v hl I l P l Q l R l S l T i R with l S T v I are the other three 4-vertices in . We note that both p and t are connected to and both R and v are connected to or both p and t are connected to and both R and v are connected to (in order to satisfy Condition 2 of Definition 8). By Procedure 2, an R can be constructed from the S . If the 4-edge R Y R of the R is broken, then a R e H Y e I Y F F F Y e PW will result, where e H R , e I t, e PV v, and e PW R . The R contains at most one faulty 4-edge and e H Y e I , e I Y e P , and e PV Y e PW are fault-free.
Clearly, the R satisfies Condition 1 of Definition 8. Condition 2 of Definition 8 also holds as a consequence of Lemma 9. We note that j S P fu P Y u Q Y u R g and l S P fv P Y v Q Y v R g. Without loss of generality, suppose j S u Q . If an Q Eprtition is executed on the R , then the beginning 3-vertex is not connected to e I because u Q j S j dife H Ye I . The ending 3-vertex is connected to e PV if l S T v Q and is not connected to e PV if l S v Q because l S l difePVYePW . Hence, the R is good if l S v Q and partially good if l S T v Q .
Step (S2) can be completed as follows: An Q Eprtition is then executed on the R . If the R is good, then a fault-free good Q can be obtained from the R , even if the R contains one faulty 4-edge, exclusive of e H Y e I , e I Y e P , and e PV Y e PW . If the R is partially good, then a fault-free good Q can be constructed as follows: A Hamiltonian path for the u Q R
formed by e PW can be established as Q Y qY rY , where Q is the ending 3-vertex, q hg I g P g Q g R g S g T i Q is the 3-vertex that is not connected to e PV v, and r and are the other two 3-vertices in e PW . We note that g Q l difePVYePW l S T v I . Without loss of generality, we assume g Q v k , where are the other two 3-vertices in e H . By Procedure 2, a fault-free Q can be obtained from the R because there is at most one faulty 4-edge in the R and the faulty 4-edge, if it exists, contains one edge fault. The Q is good for the following reasons: Condition 1 of Definition 8 clearly holds. Conditions 2 and 3 of Definition 8 are assured by Lemma 9 and Lemma 10, respectively (a k-partition is necessary in order to satisfy Condition 3).
Step (S3) can be completed according to Lemma 12.t u 4.3 jh nÀR j I and jh nÀQ j H
Since jp e j n À Q, jh nÀR j I and jh nÀQ j H imply jh I j P and jh P j jh Q j Á Á Á jh nÀS j I. The break dimension may be I or P or nÀQ , which are discussed in Lemma 21, Lemma 22, and Lemma 23, respectively.
Lemma 21. Suppose u and v are two distinct vertices of n and I P F F F nÀI is a crucial permutation with respect to u and v,
where n ! T. If jh nÀR j I, jh nÀQ j H, and I is the break
By Lemma 7, a nÀj whose first (last) n À jEvertex is the beginning (ending) n À jEvertex can be obtained from the nÀjI after an j Eprtition. Let j P initially. By induction on j, a desired S can result as j n À S. By Lemma 11 and Lemma 12, a longest fault-free u-v path can be obtained from the S . Then, we consider that the break dimension is r , where P r n À S. Suppose u u I u P F F F u n and v v I v P F F F v n , where u I v I Y u P v P Y F F F Y u rÀI v rÀI and u r T v r Since jh I j n À R, by Lemma 2, a healthy nÀI in which u and v are located in the same n À IEvertex can be obtained after an I Eprtition on n . A healthy nÀrI in which u and v belong to the same n À r IEvertex can be obtained from the nÀI as follows: Suppose an nÀiI in which u and v belong to the same n À i IEvertex is obtained after an I Y P Y F F F Y iÀI Eprtition on n , where P i r À I. Since jh i j nÀQ i n À i À Q, by Lemma 6, a healthy nÀi in which u and v belong to the same n À iEvertex can be obtained from the nÀiI after an i Eprtition. Let i P initially. By induction on i, a desired nÀrI can result as i r À I. Since jh r j n À r À Q, by Lemma 8, a healthy nÀr whose first (last) n À rEvertex is the beginning (ending) n À rEvertex can be obtained from the nÀrI after an r Eprtition. With the aid of Lemma 7, Lemma 11, and Lemma 12, a longest fault-free u-v path can be generated from the nÀr . t u Lemma 25. Suppose u and v are two distinct vertices of n and I P F F F nÀI is a crucial permutation with respect to u and v, where n b T. If jh I j T n À Q, jh nÀR j H, and nÀR is the break dimension, then a longest fault-free u-v path can be constructed in n . P r o o f . S i nc e jp e j n À Q, either jh I j Q an d jh P j jh Q j F F F jh nÀS j I, or jh I j jh P j P and jh Q j F F F jh nÀS j I. A fault-free S in which u and v belong to the same 5-vertex can be constructed after an I Y P Y F F F Y nÀS Eprtition on n , similar to the construction of a healthy nÀrI in Lemma 24 (n À R is substituted for r because nÀR is the break dimension). Since jh nÀR j jh nÀQ j H, it is not difficult to construct a fault-free good Q from the S after an nÀR Y nÀQ Eprtition. By Lemma 12, a longest fault-free u-v path can be obtained from the Q . t u
Main Results
Since n is a bipartite graph and contains n3 vertices, the following theorem is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 17 to 25. Theorem 1. Suppose u and v are two distinct vertices of n , where n ! T. If jp e j n À Q, then n can embed a longest fault-free u-v path, exclusive of two exceptions: 1) jh I j jh P j F F F jh nÀQ j I, nÀP is the break dimension, and distuY v Q, and 2) n T, jh I j P, jh P j I, jh Q j H, and Q is the break dimension. The longest fault-free u-v path has length n3 À I (n3 À P) if distuY v is odd (even). For the two exceptions, at most two vertices are excluded.
When jp e j n À R, n can embed a longest fault-free u-v path for the two exceptional cases. For exceptional case 1), jh I j jh P j F F F jh nÀR j I and nÀQ is the break dimension. A nÀI whose first (last)n À IEvertex is the beginning (ending) n À IEvertex can be obtained after an nÀQ Eprtition on n . Since jh nÀQ j H, the nÀI is healthy. A longest fault-free u-v path can be constructed from the nÀI , similar to the construction of a longest fault-free u-v path from a healthy nÀI in Lemma 18.
For exceptional case 2), jh I j P, jh P j H, and P is the break dimension. By Lemma 3, a fault-free S can be constructed after an I Eprtition on n T . Since jh P j jh Q j H, a fault-free good Q can be constructed from the S after an P Y Q Eprtition. By Lemma 12, a longest fault-free u-v path can be constructed from the Q . Therefore, we have the following corollary: Corollary 1. Suppose u and v are two distinct vertices of n , where n ! T. If jp e j n À R, then n can embed a longest fault-free u-v path.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Since faults may happen when a network is put in use, it is practically meaningful and important to consider faulty networks. In this paper, we embedded a longest fault-free path between two arbitrary distinct vertices of an n with at most n À Q edge faults. There are two exceptions in which at most two vertices are excluded. Since the n-dimensional star graph is regular with degree n À I, the number of edge faults cannot exceed n À Q in the worst case. The situation of vertex faults was discussed in [13] . When the two end vertices have an odd distance, the longest path is a Hamiltonian path. A fault-free Hamiltonian cycle can result if the two end vertices are adjacent and the edge between them is not faulty. There is an application of Hamiltonian paths to a practical problem that was encountered in the online optimization of a complex Flexible Manufacturing System (see [4] ).
With our result, longest fault-free linear arrays or rings can be simulated in an n with up to n À Q edge faults. Previously, a number of parallel algorithms that can be executed on linear arrays have been developed (see [3] ). They all can be executed as well on an n with up to n À Q edge faults. On the other hand, a ring structure, which is a fundamental topology for parallel and distributed processing, is suitable for local area networks and for the development of simple parallel algorithms with low communication cost [23] . A ring structure can also be used as a control/data flow structure for distributed computation in arbitrary networks.
The method used in this paper to embed a longest faultfree u-v path in n is to obtain
sequentially, where Q n and Q is fault-free good. A fault-free good Q has a favorable structure that can help the construction of a longest fault-free u-v path. A partially good R is an intermediate step toward a fault-free good Q . A crucial permutation, together with Procedure 2, is for the purpose of tolerating more edge faults. The value of varies with different distributions of edge faults. For an extreme situation where there is no edge fault, a longest fault-free u-v path can be easily obtained by constructing nÀI Y nÀP Y F F F Y Q (i.e., n). When there are edge faults, five situations that correspond to different distributions of edge faults need to be discussed.
Since the proofs are constructive, a construction algorithm can be easily obtained. The algorithm takes ynx time to construct a longest fault-free u-v path in an n with up to n À Q edge faults, where x is the number of vertices in n .
In Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, we assumed n ! T. The situations of n RY S were discussed in [12] . It is still unknown whether the fault-free u-v paths we constructed for the two exceptions in Theorem 1 are longest or not.
